Abstract -In recent years, Support Vector Machines (SVM) have been eztensiuely applied to deal with various data classifimtion problems. Howeuer, in some cases, the applicntion of SVM is limited due to the time taken to conduct model selection for SVM. This issue is ofparticular significant for some modern applications, such m web mining, in which the large-scale database is fnquently updated. This paper proposes a data reduction based mechanism aimed at ezpediting the model selection process in SVM. Experimental results show that the proposed mechanism is able to greatly reduce the time taken to carry out model selection at minimum cost.
Introduction
The support vector machine was first proposed by Vapnik [5] and has since attracted a high degree of interest in'the machine learning research community. Several recent studies have reported that the SVM (support vector machines) generally are capable of delivering higher performance in terms of classification accuracy than the other data classification algorithms. However, for some datasets, the performance of S V M is very sensitive to how the cost parameter and kernel parameters are set.
As a result, the user normally needs to conduct extensive cross validation in order to figure out the optimal parameter setting. This process is commonly referred to as model selection.
One practical issue with model selection is that this process is very timeconsuming. For.example, if the model selection procedure adopted in [3] and [9] is employed to construct a S V M for the shuttle dataset in the Statlog collection [12] , the complete grid-search model selection process will take over 60 hours on a machine equipped with dual pentium-111-1GHz CPUs and 1GB RAM. As the shuttle dataset, containing 43500 training instances, is not considered as a large case in the contemporary environment, how to speed up the model selection process for S V M becomes a crucial issue and several studies have been conducted to address this issue in recent years [Z, 10, 8, 71 . These studies share a common ground aimed at reducing the search space of parameter combinations.
In this paper, a data reduction based approach aimed at expediting the model selection process of SVM is prcposed. The main idea of the proposed approach is to employ a data reduction mechanism to remove the nonessential training instances and thus to reduce the size of the training dataset. Experimental results reveal that the data reduction based approach is able to reduce the execution time of model selection process to 4.7%, comparing to the original grid-search method. Furthermore, the experimental results reveal that the classification accuracy of SVM is not traded by employing the proposed approach. In other words, the SVM with the parame ter setting determined by the proposed approach is able to achieve the same level of classification accuracy as the SVM with the parameter setting determined by the traditional grid-search model selection process.
As far as the execution time of the proposed approach is concerned, the average time complexity of the data reduction process is O(nlogn), where n is the number of instances in the training dataset. This paper is organized as follows. In next section, we introduce some related background including some basic concepts of SVM, kernel function selection, and model selection (parameters selection) of SVM. In Section 3, we detail the proposed approach which is a p plied on SVM model selection process. Next, numerical experiments are in Section 4. Finally, we have some discussions and conclusions in Section 5.
Overview of SVM
In this section we introduce some basic concepts of SVM, kernel function selection, and model selection (p" rameters selection) of SVM.
Support Vector Machines
First, we briefly describe some concepts of SVM. 
where Q is an n x n positive semi-definite matrix with ments. Usually we call K ( s i , sj) = ~( z < )~$ ( z~) the kernel function. Some popular kernel functions are, for example, e--71/z*-zJ12 (RBF), (zTzj/y + 6 ) d (polynomial), tanh(azTy+b) (hyperbolic tangent) etc., where 7, d, and 6 are kernel parameters. In addition, (2) is easier to be solved than (1) because the number of variables in (2) is the size of the training dataset, n, not the dimensionality of $(z).
It can be shown that if a is an optimal solution of (2), then Q . . 
Kernel Selection of SVM
There are many kernel functions in SVM, so how to select a good kernel function is also a research issue. However, for general purposes, there are some popular kernel functions: linear kernel, RBF kernel, polynomial kernel and hyperbolic tangent kernel. In these popular kernel functions, we often choose the RBF kernel function because of following reasons: 1. Some problems are not linearly separable, so we don't choose the linear kernel function. 2. We don't choose polynomial kernel function due to some numerical difficulties such as (< l)d -t 0, and (> l ) d + 03. 3. Hyperbolic tangent kernel is not well studied now, but it seems to behave like RBF kernel for certain parameters.
Model Selection of SVM Model selection is also an important issue in SVM.
Recently, SVM have shown good performance in data classification. Its success depends on the tuning of several parameters which affect the generalization error. We often call this parameter tuning procedure as the model selection. If you use the linear SVM, you only need to tune the cost parameter C. Unfortunately, linear SVM are often applied to linearly separable problems. Many problems are non-linearly separable. For example, the problem shown in Figure 1 is obviously not linearly separable. Therefore, we ofien apply nonlinear kernel to solve classification problems, so we need to select the cost parameter and kernel parameters. As we discussed in the previous subsection, we often choose the RBF kernel function in general applications. In the RBF kernel function K ( z t , z j ) e -~~~z~-z~~~a , we need to select the cost parameter C and kernel parameter y.
We usually use the grid-search method in cross valida, tion to select the best parameter set. That is, to do the cross validation in training dataset by trying different parameter combinations (often 15 x 15 = 225 combina, tions) t o get the best one. Then apply this parameter set to the training dataset and then get the classifier. After that, use the classifier to classify the testing dataset to get the generalization accuracy.
The grid-search model selection method is very t i m e consuming as shown in Table 1 
R -T (2) (3)
Find NED(xi) (4)
Remove xi from R
( 8 ) (9) return R search method which uses some searching heuristic to speed up the model selection process. In this paper, we try to solve this problem from another point of view.
Method
The task carried out by the learning algorithm of SVM is to figure out the boundary that separates the two different classes of training data, subject to certain optimization criteria. In the SVM algorithm, the exact profile of the boundary is determined by the training instance located in the proximity of the boundary. Therefore, those training instances that are far away from the boundary essentially play no role in determining the bound&. This observation forms the basis of the mechanism proposed in this paper for expediting the model selection process in the SVM algorithm.
The kernel of the proposed mechanism is a data reduction process employed to remove the training instances that are away from the boundary of different classes of training data. Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrate the effect of the proposed data reduction mechanism. With the reduced training dataset, the conventional grid-search is then conducted to figure out the optimal parameter set for the given data classification problem.
The data reduction mechanism employed in this p a per operates by first sorting the training dataset in the descending order according to the distance of each instance's nearest enemy 1131, which k defined to'be the nearest neighbor of the instance belonging to a different class. That is, instances will be examined for removal beginning at the instance furthest from its nearest enemy. T h i s tends to remove instances furthest from the decision boundary first, which in turn increases the chance of retaining border points. With the sorted est neighbors in the remaining training dataset belong to the same class, then the instance is considered as redundant and is removed from the training dataset. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code of the data reduction algorithm employed in this paper. There is a parameter to be set in our algorithm, parameter k in the pseudo-code. We tried some k values from 3 to 10, and then we choose k = 3 in the experiments reported in the next section. Generally speaking, if we select a larger k, the reduction rate will lower (fewer training instances will be removed from the training dataset). On the other hand, if the k is smaller , the reduction rate will higher. By some experimental results, we conclude I; = 3 is a suitable value because it has a reasonable reduction rate.
As far as the time complexity of the proposed data reduction mechanism is concerned, for each training instance, we need to identify its k nearest neighbors and its nearest enemy. If the kd-tree structure is employed [l] , then the average time complexity of this process is O(nlogn + knlogn), where n is the total number of training data. The term nlogn is due to construction of the kd-tree. With the kd-tree constructed, we then need to search the kd-tree to figure out the k nearest neighbors of each training instance. This task can be carried out in O(knlogn). In addition, for all training data, we only need to construct the kd-tree only one time, and if we need to remove a training instance, we can remove it from kd-tree in O(1ogn). It is unnecessary to reconstruct the kd-tree in each search for each training instance. As a result, the time complexity is O(n1ogn + knlogn). If k is treated as a constant, then the average time complexity of the proposed mechanism is O(nlogn).
Experiments
This section reports the experiments conducted to evaluate the effects of the proposed data reduction based mechanism for expediting the model selection process of SVM. In particular, we are interested in how the mechanism proposed in this paper performs in comparison with the tweline search method proposed by [U] and 131. In these experiments, LIBSVM with RBF kernel is employed. Accordingly, there are two parameters, the RBF kernel parameter y and the cost parameter C , to be set. Table 2 lists the main characteristics of the three datasets used in the experiments. All three datasets, satimage, letter, and shuttle, are from the Statlog collection [12]. In these experiments, 5-fold cross validation is conducted to determine which of the following 225 combinations of (7, C) is the most appropriate for the given data classification problem with respect to prediction accuracy. The hardware platform used in the exmethod Original method periments is a workstation with dual Pentium-111-1GHz
CPUs, 2GB RAM, and the FreeBSD UNIX-release 4.7.
The following three tables compare the effects of the data reduction mechanism proposed in this paper and that of alternative approaches. Table 3 shows how the execution time of model selection compares and Table  4 shows how the classification accuracy compares. As Table 3 reveals, both the mechanism proposed in this paper and the two-line method can significantly reduce the execution time taken to carry out model selection process, which is the main concern of this paper. In fact, the numbers listed in Table 3 with the two-line method are extracted from [3] and are listed here for reference only. In [3], the authors used almost identical hardware platform as what is used in this paper. Table 4 compares the classification accuracy delivered with alternative approaches. As Table 4 reveals, both the mechanism proposed in this paper and the two-line search method cause slight degradation of classification accuracy. However, the degradation caused by the mechanism proposed in this paper is smaller than that caused by the two-line method. Table 5 presents further insight about why the speedup of the model selection process with the proposed mechanism could vary significantly in different datasets.
In Table 5 , the number of training data remains in each dataset after data reduction has been applied is listed.
Shuttle is a good example of those datasets that contains a very high percentage of redundant training data. For such a dataset, only a very small percentage of the training data will remain after data reduction is applied and the speed-up of the model selection process w i l l be most significant. On the other hand, for a dataset that does not contain a very high percentage of redundant train- ing instances, e.g. satimage and letter, the speed-up of the model selection process will be less significant. The execution time of OUT proposed method are listed in Table 6 . Comparing to the execution time of model selection, the execution time taken by proposed method is very few.
The overall observation is that both our proposed method and two-line search method can significantly reduce the execution t i e of model selection process. Our proposed method has the comparable or even hetter results than the two-line search method. Furthermore, as Table 4 reveals, classification accuracy of OUT proposed method is almost the same with the original grid-search method, but the generalization accuracy of two-line search method is slightly worse than our proposed method and the original method.
Discussion and Conclusion
In recent years, how to speed up the model selection process of SVM has emerged as a critical issue for extending the applications of SVM. This issue is getting more and more significant because the model selection process dominates the time taken to construct a SVM based classifier and many contemporary databases are not only large but also frequently updated. This paper presents a data reduction based mechanism to cope with this challenge. The basis of the proposed mechanism is very different from the other speed-up approaches that have been developed recently. Most of the existing a p proaches attempt to reduce the search space of model selection process, but our proposed mechanism is focus on reducing the number of training data. Experimental results show that the proposed mechanism is able t o greatly reduce the time taken to carry out model selection at minimum cost. As the mechanism proposed in this paper works well according to our experiments, it is of interest to inves tigate whether it will work as well in merging applications such as hioinformatics. The main issue here is whether the data reduction based mechanism can work well with some novel kernel functions develoDed for aw to deliver even more effective results
